
Oswald Libs 1-Oswald Showers

1. Feeling

2. Temperature

3. Number

4. Noun

5. Name Of Room

6. Noun

7. Noun

8. Number

9. Verb - Base Form

10. Noun

11. Noun

12. Noun

13. First Name Of A Person

14. Noun

15. Noun

16. Feeling

17. Feeling

18. Noun

19. Liquid

20. Number

21. Name Of Room

22. Liquid

23. Part Of Body
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24. Verb - Base Form

25. Name Of Room

26. Nickname

27. Noun



Oswald Libs 1-Oswald Showers

One day,in Oswald's House,Oswald is ready to take a shower.He is thinking of a feeling tub with

Temperature water that is Number Celsius,and filled with Noun and he is gonna ask

Inkshooter to relax with Oswald as well.Unfortunately,the tub is gone!He went to the Name of room Room

,thinking it could be in there.But it was locked even though it is actually not.Inkshooter passed by,and Oswald

told his relaxing shower to him.He agreed to help and shower with him.He saw a Noun and a

Noun .Both went to the Number floor,and Oswald Verb - Base Form fell off the

Noun and landed on a whole Noun of Noun .He cannot get out and First Name 

of a Person ,who did not know Oswald is in there,pulls the Noun to make the crane go up.Because of

Oswald's extra weight,it was moving up Noun ..Oswald thinks,"This is supposed to be feeling ,

not feeling !" Finally,the Noun at the crane back collapse,and the crane crashes into a

Liquid pit,with mud bubbles.Oswald thought,"This is not the bubble I wanted." He managed to get out

and get back into the Number floor.But Inkshooter is gone! And as he head back into his bathroom, he

was there,with the tub! It turns the reason why Oswald cannot open the Name of room Door even though

it's not locked is because there is some Liquid on his Part of Body ! Inkshooter knows that when

he Verb - Base Form the Name of room Door.Oswald thought,"Why am I so nickname one?" 

Noun End.
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